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Report of the Task Force on Small States

Although we do not consider adequate the enactment of a new and special category of
countries only on the basis of their size, it is necessary to analyze them within the context
of their particular characteristics. The global economy may impose heavy adjustment
costs on some small states and compel them to assume higher risks. Their economic
exposure, remoteness and insulation, their proneness to natural disasters, inadequate
institutional capacity and lack of export diversification leave small states unprotected in
face of external shocks. However, although globalization may entail a higher degree of
volatility, it is important to remember the countless opportunities it creates for raising
average national income.

The Commonwealth has long recognized ways, in numerous instances, to incorporate
exposure in the design of development strategies for small states. The World Bank has
pledged to further help small states that have difficulty mastering the complexities of
market access and external imbalances. The joint Commonwealth Secretariat/World Bank
Task Force advances a suitable contextual framework to deal with threats from external
shocks.

The framework also provides for the use of quantifiable indicators—like the
Commonwealth's composite index of vulnerability—to measure progress toward
assistance goals. Although the index encapsulates the key causes of vulnerability, the
Bank cannot apply it in isolation to determine whether a small state is eligible for
differential treatment. In our opinion, assistance should be judged on a much larger
perspective than that merely provided by an index in isolation.

The Bank’s Country Assistance Strategies (CAS) made in full consultation with the small
states should be the vehicle to address their particular features. It should establish the
main determinants of their vulnerabilities and propose remedies tailored to each
individual country. This instrument should establish clear policies, expected results and
outcome benchmarks. It should also include strategic areas selected for Bank-supported
investment. Technical assistance—by far the most powerful device for the Bank to assist
small states—should be given high priority. In this vein, we encourage the use of market-
based instruments, such as derivatives, and the creation of stabilization funds to smooth-
out volatility in commodity prices and income.

Concomitant to the discussion on trade and poverty reduction at the Development
Committee, we are raising the issue that trade liberalization is central for poverty
reduction. Liberalization will not necessarily reduce volatility and, in some instances, it
may actually increase it. But not accepting it may lead to further stagnation and poverty.
On the other hand, taking it up will provide the mechanisms and resources for reducing
the impact of volatility. Small states should have an open attitude towards eliminating
agricultural subsidies and reducing tariffs and non-tariff barriers to international trade in
goods and services. In this context, we would like the CAS to include a much closer
partnership with the World Trade Organization to help integrate small states into a
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rules-based trading system, and to develop their institutional capacity to participate in
trade negotiations.

It should also be considered that the ecosystems of small island states are fragile. We
believe that there is a place for the International Task Force on Commodity Risk
Management working on the insurance market to cover natural disasters and fluctuation
in the prices of commodities and volumes traded. Recent experience at the Bank shows
that adaptable program loans and learning and innovation loans are flexible enough to
accommodate support to mitigate the effects of natural disasters.

Progress Report on Implementation of Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers and the
HIPC Initiative

The conditions of abject poverty of the 2.8 billion who live under $2 a day and the dim
prospect of improving their lives significantly within the next fifteen years pose a
challenge that the Bretton Woods Institutions cannot disregard.

Presently we welcome the Bank's proceeding with the Poverty Reduction Strategy (PRS)
in collaboration with the IMF, especially in light of the Development and Interim
Committees endorsement—in September 1999—of a framework to strengthen the link
between debt relief and poverty reduction to enhance the focus on poverty in all Bank
and Fund concessional lending.

The Bank has adopted a Comprehensive Development Framework (CDF) as the guiding
principle to integrate macroeconomic, structural and social factors, taking into account
the inter-sectoral determinants of poverty. We share the view that not only is growth
essential to reduce poverty, but that poverty, inequality and social exclusion in turn
influence a country's growth and poverty-reduction prospects, and that institutions play a
key role in this process.

The design of a PRS should build on the experience of implementing the CDF, with the
key principle that strategies need to be owned by the societies that will implement them.
It should be result-oriented, comprehensive, long-term, and carried out in partnerships
among development actors with complementary roles to play. To be effective, a PRS
would need to be built in partnership with multilateral and bilateral donors.

As for the HIPC Initiative, we welcome the enhancement approved in September 1999.
The lower debt sustainability thresholds and earlier calculation of assistance will more
than double the amount of debt relief, compared to the original framework. Bolivia, a
member of our constituency, has been—together with Mauritania, Mozambique,
Tanzania and Uganda—among those countries that have already reached their new
decision points under the enhanced framework. Certain aspects, however, deserve further
comments:
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(a) A key requirement for reaching the floating completion points is the adoption of a
fully developed Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP). It should also be noted that,
since the universe of these countries consists basically of the poorest and perhaps not the
most politically mature, the qualifying process required to access the debt relief is
perhaps too sophisticated and calls for unusually intense support and assistance efforts.

(b) We welcome the fact that an important component of the PRSP will be measurable
results. The Interim PRSP for Bolivia shows that 70 percent of households live below the
national poverty line. Bolivia is committed to reduce poverty from 55 to 45 percent of the
urban population, and from 80 to 68 percent of the rural population by 2010.

(c) Updated total costs are estimated at US$28.2 billion in 1999 NPV terms, of which
US$6.3 billion correspond to the World Bank. We can only point out our concern that
financing of debt relief should not compromise financing made available through
concessional windows such as IDA.

(d) The IMF's Executive Board has authorized transfer of the proceeds from gold sales to
be used for the benefit of the HIPC Initiative. Transfer of the remaining five-fourteenths
requires an Executive Board decision, with an 85% majority. At the same time, other
MDBs are currently exploring their options internally and with their shareholders. If
these final steps are delayed, there will be a shortfall in resources available for debt relief.
It is in the best interest of all parties concerned to do well on their political commitments
so we may have a full-fledged enhanced initiative as soon as possible.

We look forward to the Bank's and IMF's final poverty reduction view, which will be
presented at the Annual Meetings in September 2000 in Prague. Needless to say,
discussions on the draft report and some of the key elements that have emerged so far
have laid the grounds to be optimistic about the approach and direction of the same. The
details are, however, what will ultimately confirm whether more progress on poverty
reduction can be achieved in the future than has been the case in the past decade.

IBRD's Financial Capacity

Recent favorable developments in the global economy should not be reason for
complacency.  In this respect we welcome the discussion on IBRD financial capacity. It
is a fact that when capital flows are normal they dwarf the flows of MDBs. Yet, we must
be prepared for the unexpected. In this respect there are several options: to increase the
capital of the Bank, to increase the price of its products or to better focus and reduce
administrative expenses.

We have seen a disturbing tendency to increase prices. This was the case for the Special
Structural Adjustment Loans, and now there is a proposal to increase the price of the
Bank Guarantees.  We do not support this policy. We think that the Bank budget should
be overhauled and administrative expenses drastically reduced. In this respect the cost of
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deploying field offices should be examined and peripheral activities sharply trimmed
down.

Furthermore, the proposed exercise should explore other creative possibilities for
reducing the Bank’s administrative budget, including the outsourcing of some activities.
Budget constraints are binding, but one way out is to increase the budget envelope
(capital or price increases) and another is to reduce expenditure.

The Bank has to shape its long-term financial strategy within a desired or expected
growth trend. This strategy should include short-term deviations from trend due to
financial shocks that would drastically increase the demand for funds. Accordingly, it
should build up contingent reserves and use them to bear the risk of higher and riskier
lending.

International Financial Architecture

Financial stability and development are inextricably linked; to enhance capital markets is
per se a developmental issue, and the World Bank is using the comparative advantage of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in surveillance. Given the financial turmoil of
recent years, to gain knowledge of and to implement a systematic approach to social and
structural issues under the umbrella of a new financial architecture becomes a learning-
by-doing exercise.

We have reviewed the Progress Report on the Bank-Fund Financial Sector Liaison
Committee and on the Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) and we welcome
both with enthusiasm. We acknowledge the usefulness of the IMF’s Special Data
Dissemination Standard, as well as the contribution provided by the Code of good
practices on fiscal transparency and the Code of good practices on transparency of
monetary and financial policies. These will undoubtedly help to strengthen policies and
to reduce the possibilities of crises.

The institutional underpinning, such as effective judicial systems, corporate
governance and sound accounting and auditing practices, together with good
structural and social policies for protection, are of paramount importance to reinforce
financial systems and to harness the benefits of globalization. In the end, financial
stability rests on vigorous economies.

A year ago, at this same Meeting, our Chair emphasized several issues that had to do
with enforcement mechanisms. Among those we cited property rights, the
strengthening of corporate law, bankruptcy procedures, corruption, the exchanging
and pooling of information as a valuable economic activity, and laws and regulations
for mergers and acquisitions. The World Bank has responded appropriately to these
and other demands placed upon it right after the Asian and Russian crises. But there is
much left to be done.
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We encourage the Bank to proceed with the Corporate Governance Forum launched
in partnership with OECD and to supplement the work being done on accounting and
auditing principles by other professional bodies. There is also much to be
accomplished in terms of the development of best practice in insolvency regimes and
the social dimensions of crises.

The Bank and the Fund have jointly sought to develop a strategy for fostering
surveillance through the analysis of vulnerabilities and risks, and to strengthen financial
systems. The Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) will give us a comprehensive
diagnosis of financial systems. As a place to set priorities in technical assistance, the
FSAP will help to prescribe correct answers in our race against crises that, as we know,
have a severe impact on the reduction of poverty. Understanding financial sector
weaknesses is instrumental to prevent the occurrence of future crises and, should they
occur, to mitigate the severity of their impact.

Having the FSAP anchored in the IMF’s surveillance process is key when it comes to
exploit the comparative advantage of the IMF. In the context of the Fund’s Article IV
Consultation Process and the Reports on the Observance of Standards and Codes (ROSC)
the IMF has been dealing with these issues for a long time: they are embedded in its
mandate since its inception. Hence, we must not supersede or overlap that work. Besides,
the World Bank has neither a mandate to act on surveillance nor a comparative advantage
to work on it by itself. Surveillance should be left on IMF’s hands. The expertise
collected from FSAPs will surely help to better focus the Bank’s CAS and to strengthen
international cooperation. FSAPs will also provide an opportunity to advance capacity-
building for regulatory and supervisory agencies in developing countries, and, as such, it
should be considered as a learning-by-doing device for poverty reduction.

As it transpires from the experience collected from the pilot cases, the role of standard
assessments is not helpful in isolation, as standards cannot be assessed by means of a
checklist procedure. An overall assessment of observance of standards should take into
account the special country circumstances, such as the stage of banking and capital
market development. By assessing vulnerabilities in the financial sector the FSAP is the
natural framework to undertake the assessment of the observance of standards. It should
be considered a tool to assess vulnerability and developmental issues, and for that reason,
we hold to the idea of conducting FSAP together with ROSC modules.

We very much welcome the progress report on the international financial architecture. It
is comprehensive and reflects the collaborative efforts with all our partners.


